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Abstract. We investigate various language famili$:s which can be obtained from sentential form 
languages of semi-Thue systems by applying codmgs, weak codings, non-erasing homomorphisms, 
and arbitrary homomorphi5rns. We also distinguish between monotone, contexi-independent, and 
context-dependent semi-Thur systems with at most one or finitely many starting words. Finally, 
we study the effect of erasing productions u -+ A. 
We obtain complete diagrams which show inclusions and incomparabilitiec of all the language 
families so defined. 
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Introduction 
The usual way of defining tine language generated by a sequential grammar (such 
as context-free grammar, context-sensitive grammar, or semi-Thue system) is by 
taking the set of all words over a certain terminal subalphabet which are derivable 
from the axiom. In some cases, however, the set of all words which are derivable 
from the axiom, called the sentential form language, is of primary interest (e.g., 
syntax analysis). In this case there is no need for specifying a terminal subalphabet. 
Pure sentential form languages of context-free and context-dependent rewriting 
systems have been studied in [6, lo] and a few other places. Surprisingly, this seems 
to be the only and basic literature on this subject. Almost nothing is known about 
the effect of applying homomorphisms (length-preserving, non-erasing, or arbitrary) 
to sentential form languages, except that one usually gets sets which are no longer 
sentential form languages for obvious reasons. 
Sequential grammars in general provide a mechanism for erasing by allowing 
productions of the form II -+ h which erase the subword u. Arbitrary homomorphisms 
also allow erasing, however, the application of such an homomorphism to a sequen- 
tial form language performs the erasing in one big final step (as if erasing productions 
would be applied in parallel), while the erasing by productions is not done in 
parallel but incorporated into the many steps of a derivation. 
For sentential form languages of sequential grammars it never has been studied 
whether these two different types of erasing mechanisms are of equal power. It is 
one goal of this paper to clarify the difference between the two concepts of erasing 
for sentential form languages. 
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As we shA1 see, there is no significant difference for sentential form languages 
of context-free grammars. At first glance, this might seem to be an obvious result, 
but’it has to be pointed out that the proof techniques known from results about 
coiitext-free languages usually cannot be used for similar statements about sentential 
form languages of context-free grammars. 
Another point of interest is the question whether and vhere non-erasing 
homomorphisms are more powerful than codings. Generally speaking, we shall see 
that in the context-free case there is a significant difference, while for the context- 
dependent systems these two types of homomorphisms are equ:JLy powerful. 
For completeness reasons, we include the study of systems that ?tave many axioms 
in comparison 10 those with at most one axiom. 
As the general form of a sequential rewriting system we choose here semi-Thue 
sy~ms, and we distinguish semi-Thue systems with context-free productions (called 
OS-systems) from those where interaction, i.e. context, is allowed (IS-systems). We 
equip a semi-Thue system with a finite se’; of axioms (FOS-, FE-systems). In 
addition, we distinguish systems that do not have erasing productions, so-called 
propagating systems (POS-, PIS-, PFOS-, and PFIS-systems) from the other ones. 
On the basis of these eight classes of systems we define a number of families elf 
languages by applying four types of homomorphisms to the corresponding families 
of sentential form languages. Even though we get 20 families of languages based 
ci:! OS-systems and another 20 families of languages based on IS-systems, the results, 
3s \umm;rizcd in theorems and figures, will be easy to read since we use a suggestive 
rend simpll: notation adopted from the literature on L-systems. Our results mean an 
increase ii? knowledge about the structure of context-free and context-dependent 
rewriting, and may also find applications in the study of Thue systems and their 
congruence classes. 
So far we have excluded productions of the form A --, II. If such productions are 
Alowed, however. there will be some minor changes in the relations between 
language f‘timllies. Fw details, see [ 171. 
I. Definitions 
b’c start with our basic definitions and notations. 
-l-u ha\ t: a ,’ w~lple notation we use that one kno*nln from L-systems. 
.+I ~~rni-Thu~~ hystt’m is ;1 triple 6 ;I ( \: ,*I, PI, M.here 1’ is ;t finite alphabet, A 5 C”. 
in tinite bet of axioms, and P c_ V* x V:” a finite set of productions. 
f’or simplicity let us assume for the following that A -+ 14 is not ti production. If 
‘I suhalphAet of terminal symbols, V, G V. is specitied these symbols also may be 
,izti\ c’, i-t>., I - II u ith .\: tl \‘, ma> be a production. 
4r1~. \uch (; It* ;m FIShystem, \i here S denotes semi-Thutz, I stands for interilction. 
~4 I. f-w- /inite wt of Aonis. 
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If each production of G is context-free, then G is a FOS-system where 0 stands 
for no interaction. 
If the set of axioms contains at most one word, we omit the symbol F and obtain 
the classes of IS- (OS-) systems, respectively. If in addition the productions of G 
are propagating (monotone) then we add the symbol P (for propagating) in front 
and thus get ITS-, PIS-, PFOS-, POS-systems. 
In all these cases we define the language generated by G to be just the sentential 
form language of G, 
S( G) ‘= ( w E V* 1 w,+ w for some ~9,) E A}, 
where -I-, denotes the reflexive and transitive closure of the usual ane step relation 
+ in semi-Thue systems. If A = (4, then S(G) = 69. 
Finally, if a terminal subalphabet V,s V is specified we add the symbol E3 (for 
extension), and thus get, e.g., EPFOS. Here the generated language is defined by 
f.(G) = S(G) n V$ Corresponding families of languages will be denoted by boldface 
capitals, e.g., PFOS j 
For squeezing out languages by homomorphisms, A-free homomorphisms, weak 
codings, and codings from any class X of iangcages we attach additional letters in 
front, namely h for homomorphism, H for h-free homomorphism, e for weak 
cading, and C for coding. A coding (weak coding) is a homomorphism 11 with 
lg( Ir( s)) = 1 (lgc h( .u )) s I ) for all symbols. We thus get, e.g., CEPFIS. 
Finally, we use the symbol I.’ to denote I,.‘, := L - {A}, and its extension to language 
families: XA := { L.‘\ 1 L E X} u {{A}}. Trivially we have X’” = X’ for all classes X. 
Two easy facts should be mentioned too. The first one is: In the definition of 
semi-Thue systems G = ( V, A, P) we assume that for each ?c c V there is a production 
s + 11 E I? Otherwise, just add the trivial production s + x without changing any 
generating property. 
The other one is stated in the following: It is easy to see that the operators E on 
the one hand and the operators fi. H, l!, C on the other hand commute, i.e., 
ti, H, c, C}. 
scattered subword of W, writing LJ i M’, iff 
EYX = VEX for all classes X and Y = 
For wards 19, MY E V* we call L’ a 
there exist words ill, . . . , P,,, wclr M’~, .
\\‘,,L’, \i’I . . I‘,, N’,,’ 
II’ = \1’,, 17, M’, . . . 
2, Context-free rewriting 
In thib section we study various classes of languages defined by OS-systems, i.e., 
st:mi-Thue systems where only context-free productions are used. To begin with, 
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we state the well-known characterization of context-free languages using our 
notation. 
Proposition 2.1 
EOS = EFOS = EPFOS = CF and EPOS = CF’. 
The next important result has been proved in [S]. It shows that each context-free 
language is the homomorphic image of a sentential form language of some context- 
free grammar. 
Proposition 2.2 
HOS = HFOS = HPFOS = CF and HPOS = CF’. 
Using this result and the usual padding technique one can easily show the following 
equations. The simple proofs are left for the reader. 
Theorem 2.3 
cos = 
and 
kOS = liPOS = APFOS = iiFOS = HFOS = HPFOS = HOS. 
We now turn to the question, which of the many inclusions that are already valid 
by the definition of the language families, are proper and which pairs of families 
are incomparable with respect to inclusion. 
Since we cannot generate the empty word by using only propagating, i.e., non- 
erasing productions, except for h being an axiom, the following equalities and strict 
inclusions are true: 
For the role of h in propagating systems we obviously have the following lemma. 
Corollaq 2.5. l/h E L and L E HPOS, the11 L - {A}. 
Lemma 2.4 
//‘OS’ -= POS !; OS, CPCIS’ = CPOS s COS imd HPOS’= HPOS 5 HOS. 
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It is the following simple property of COS languages that gives rise to distinguish 
some other families: if A E L for some L E COS, either L = {A} or there must exist 
at least one word w E L of length one. 
This observation gives the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.7. k L := \‘A, ab); then LE COS but L&COS. 
Consequently, we obtain the following. 
Corollary 2.8 
cos $ eos = CPOS. 
However, we feel that it is not appropriate t;: distinguish two families of languages 
too much, if the languages of one family differ from those of the other one at most 
by the empty w~rr! in the languages. That is to say the families CF and CF., for 
example, are essentially, the same families. 
Definition 2.9. Let X and Y be two families of languages. We then say that X and 
Y are essentially equal, if X’ = Y’. Otherwise, X and Y are called essentially d@erent. 
By Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 we already know that the families HPOS and HOS 
are essentially equal. We shall now show that other pairs of different familieb are 
essentially equal, too. 
Theorem 2.19. 7714 Jamilies PFOS and FOS are essentially equal, i.e., PFOS*= 
FOS’. 
Proof. fiince PFOS E FOS we have PFOS’ E FOS’. To show FOS’ G PFOS’, we 
use a well-known technique (e.g., [8, Theorem 4.31). 
From G = ( V, A, P) E FOS we construct G’= ( V, A’, P’) E PFOS with 
A’:= U del( V., u+” and P’:= {x+ uIx-, WE P, uEdel( V-, M’)~‘), 
,c, ,I 
where V. := {x E VI .Y -L, A in G}, and del( V , w) denotes the set of all words obtained 
from w E V’ by deleting some occurrences of symbols from V_. Then S( G’) = 
(S(G))<“. 
But (see Lemma 2.19) POSA 5 OS’. Cl 
From this we easily get, just by adding A to the set 01’ axioms, if necessary, the 
following. 
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Corollary A11 
PFOi3 = FOS, CPFOS = CFOS, CPFOS = CFOS 
and 
FOS*c_ FOS, CFOS’ c CFOS, CFOS’s CFOS. 
In the proof of the preceding theorem and its immediate corollary we made use 
of the possibility to have many axioms. If we are restricted to one axiom only, we 
can prove CPOS’ = COS’, but we shall see later that POS’ # OS’. 
Theorem 2.12. 711e families CPOS and COS are essentiall,, equal, i.e., CPOS = 
CPOS’ = cost 
Proof. 
P’:= 
{x-, u[.x+ WE P, DE del( V_, H)“}. 
Now two cases have to be distinguished: 
Case I. A E S(G), that means U’~E VT, so that dei( V. , WJ = (01 t’s IV(,) 5 S(G). 
(‘use 2. A fl S(G), that men- uIls H*,,& C’!, so that there exists a unique word u,, s 
H’(), fll, C: del( V , wo), u,,E ( V - V- ) +. 
i-et us first consider Case 1 and construct a new system G’E POS and a coding 
h, such that h( S( G’)) = S(G)? 
Define G’=: ( Vu S, {S}, P”), where S B V is a new symbol, and P”:= P’u 
{S - 3 r!/ t’ E deI( V , w,,Y’.}. 
Obviously, S( G’) = S(G).’ LJ (S}. 
Since A E S(G), there exists at least one symbol (3 t’ V , such that w,,++ a in G, 
i.e., a E del( V , q). Therefore we can map the new symbol S onto the symbol a by 
the coding /J. Formally, 
h(X) := 
x if _Y E V 
a ifx==S, 
and thus It( S( G’)) = S( G)’ ‘. 
Now we turn to Case 2. Let II,, be the unique, nonempty scattered suhword of K(, 
that is# obzained by erasing all occurrences of symbols from the set V in w,,. 
Then u’,, can be written as MI,, = ~psl L\S~ . . . L’,,.Y,,v,, + 1, where 11 >: 1, c, E V”, s, E 
C’ - 1’ , dnd II~, = A+ . . . A-,,. Let _I’~, p, . . . , J, be new symbols, not contained in 1)‘. 
We now detine the system G’ = ( V’, { uh), P”) E_ POS by 
b”:- vu {_r,, . .. , y,,}, 
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If we define the coding h by 
h(x):= 
xi if x =yi, IS&n 
x ifxEV 
then h( S( G’)) = S( G)/’ = S(G). 
This is seen as follows: The set { h( w) I w’ * o-+ w using only productions from the 
set P”- P’) is Ed ,~..a! to the set del( V._, woj. 
Moreover, for each w E S(G) there is a word u E del( V_ , w,) such that v-% w using 
only productions from the set P’. These two remarks show S(G) c Iz(S( G’)). The 
revel s+z inclusion follows, since the productions from P’ are obtained from deriva- 
tions :n G and the productions from PI’- P’ simulate those derivations in G which 
start b ith the axiom w,, and erase some of its symbols. 
The technical details of a more formal proof are not too difficult and thus 
omitted. E 
We now present the last pair of different families, namely CFOS and CFOS, 
which will turn out t3 be essentially equal. The proof is quite involved, since we 
have to deal with both types cf erasing: the first one by erasing producticns and the 
other one by using a weak coding. 
We split the proof of CFOS’ = CFOS’ into two lemmas which are also of interest 
if one looks at languages from the family COS. 
Lemma 2.13. For each L E ePOS = COS there exist a system G’:= ( jf’, (wi,}, P’) E 
POS, and CA weak coding g, such that the-following hold: 
(1) L=g(S(G’)), 
(2) g( W) # A Jar each production x + w E P’, 
(3) g(&) = h iflh E L. 
Proof. Since the case L = (h) is trivial, assume L # {A}. 
Let L=h(S(G)) for G=(V,{w,,}, P)EPOS and the weak coding h: V*-+A’*. 
Define V := {XE V( h(x)= A}, V+:= V- V... 
From G we first construct a system G := ( V, {KY,,}, I’) E POS by letting P:= 
{s + 01 .Y + MI E P, c E del( V , w).” }. 
Clearly Cr( S( G)) = II( S( G)) since it does not matter if the symbols that are to be 
erased by h anyway, are not generated at all. 
The system G, moreover, has the following nice property (compare the proof of 
Theorem 2.10): If a i, M? in c then a -G LJ for each ZJ E del( V , w)? Specifically, if 
!I( w) L h, then a * v for all nonempty 0 s w. 
Th:!s property allows to prove 0-e following fact. 
Fact. For each x E V the set R, := {w E V.: 1 x % MY in G) is regular, and a jnite 
automaton accepting it can be constnrctedjkom G. 
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Proof of the Fact. The set R, is certainly context-free and has the property 
R,u{A}=~.~:={v~vav, WE R,}. 
But for any context-free language R,, thu so-called co-ideal & is a regular set 
for which a finite automaton can be constructed. This has been shown in [ 131 and 
[9, Corollary 4.41. Cl 
Thus, for every set R,, x E V, we can construct a POS-system GX := ( Vu Zy, {x}, Py ) 
such that R, = S( Gsx) n V!. G-y will satisfy the following properties: 
(a) ZK is a new set of symbols, such that Z\- n Z,, = 0 if x Z ~7, and ZX n V = 0 for 
each x E V. 
(b) Each production in Px is of4either form z + z’a, x --* z’a, x + a, or z + a, where 
z, z ‘E ZY, a E V_, and x f V is the axiom of G,. 
Define Z:= U,, \, ZV. Since R, = 8: we have R, = g( S(G,))“, if we define the 
weak coding g: (Z u V)* + X* by 
g(u) ._I M-d if XE V, 
_ .- 
I A if sEZ. 
Now we are in the position to define the new system G’E POS which satisfies 
properties ( I ) to (3) from the formulation of the lemma. In doing this, we distinguish 
the following three cases: h(q,)=A; h(~~~~)fA but h~h(s(G)), and A&I@(G)). 
Depending on which case holds, we define ditferent axioms for G’ as well as 
difTerent sets of productions. However, one large subset P” of the set of productions 
will be common to all three cases and is thus defined at first. 
Obviously, g( W) f A for each .Y + w E P”. 
Now G’:= ( V’, { w:,), P’) E POS is defined as follows: 
Cusv 1. h I w,,) := A. 
Cusc 3. A @'/I( S(G)). 
In these cases V’ := V u Z, w,‘, :- w,,, and P’ :- P”, 
C.J.W 2. h( M’,,) f A and A E h(S(G)). 
In this case WI,:= S, where $ S’VU Z is a new symbol such that g(S) := A. Then 
I”:--: VU Z\J (!fi} and P’:= P”u {$-+ \t*()). 
This definition of G’ satisfies properties (2 1 and (3) from the formulation of the 
kmma and it is left to verify 
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Claim 1. g(S( G’)) c_ h(S( c)). 
Proof of Claim 1. The set P” of G’ can be partitioned into two subsets. One contains 
only productions that are also contained in the set F and the other one contains 
productions which use symbols from the set Z Every derivation x--t* w in G’ that 
uses only productions from the latter subset and which starts with a symbol x E V 
has either of the following properties: 
IfwE V*thenx * w is a vaiid derivation in c, or, if w = z’v for some z’ E 2, u E V* 
then x4 u is a valid derivation in c. Since the weak coding g erases all the symbols 
from the set 2 we get the following fact: 
For each derivation wh f v in G’, using -rt least one prbduction, there exists a 
derivation w0 *, w in c such that g(u) = h(w). By definition of M$ we also have 
g( I+++ E h( S( c)). Hence g1 S(G)) E h( S( G)) = h( S( G)). The simple details of a 
more exact proof are left for the reader. q 
Claim 2. h(S( G)) c g(S(G’)). 
Proof of Claim 2. Since A E g( S( G’)) iff g( ~7:)) - A iff A E h(S( G)) = h( S( G)), it is 
enough to consider only those words w E Sic) with k(w) # A, w # wO. 
Let t be some derivation tree for such a word w E S(c), i.e., yield(t) = w where 
yield(f) is that word consisting of all symbols on the leaves, read from left to right. 
Silica the axiom w,, of G may contain more than one symbol, t will actually be a 
forest of trees. However, no confusion seems possible by still calling this forest a tree. 
The derivation w& w in z‘ may use productions x’ -+ u E i) such that u E V1. 
These productions are obviously useless if no symbol occurring in u is rewritten in 
a later step. Therefore, by iteratively pruning the tree t we can find another derivation 
w,+ HP’ in G such that h(w) = h( WV’). This derivation will have the following new 
derivation tree t’ which is obtained from the tree t by deleting all it’s maximal 
subtrees 1, with yield( ti) E V?. If we call a production x + u ‘terminating’, whenever 
no symbol occurring in the right-hand side u is rewritten in some later step, we see 
that every terminating production x + u of the new derivation w,% w’ satisfies 
/I(P) Z A. 
This shows that the tree (or forest) t’ can be decomposed into smaller subtrees 
4, 1, ’ ’ * , I,, that satisfy ( 1) to (3) below: 
(1) The root and the leaves of r, are elements of V. 
(2) All the other internal nodes, if any, are elements of V . 
(3) For every production ?I + o of t,, h(v) # A holds iff x -+ u is a terminating 
production. 
The tree t’ is then obtained from the trees f!, t2, . . . , t,, by a certain substitution, 
where the roots of the trees t, are identified with leaves of other trees or with symbols 
from the axiom. 
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This observation shows that we only have to find derivations in the system G’ 
that generate the yields of these trees I,, . . . , t,. If a tree t, is constructed from a 
single production x + w E p, then yield( t;) = w and h( i,y) # A. By definition of G’ we 
then have x --, w E P’. Any other tree li describes a derivation x* yield( ri) that can 
be decomposed into two derivations x& u, u E V.? and 0% yield( ti), where in the 
latter derivation all and only the terminating productions aj --) vi of li are used. But 
then we have u E R, and for every nonempty scattered subword ZJ’ of u also u’ E R,. 
Choose V’ such that u’+ yield( ti) and u’ is of minimal length. This means v’ -I 
_V’1_@ - . . _vl and yi + vi, 1 ~j d I are nrecisely all the terminating productions of the . 
tree 1,. But now it is easy to find the following productions in P’: x -3 Z/Y/: q -, 
zj 1 v/ I,. . . , ZJ-, t,vz, z?+ ~1, where zj E Z,.. 
Using these productions we find the derivation .x% P, . . . vl in G’ and obviously 
,T(: t;l . . . LQ) = h(yield( r,)). This proves Claim 2. !Il 
With this last claim we have finally proved our lemma. Cl 
Lemma 2.14. Let G = ( V, {w,‘,,}, P) E POS and II be a weak coding such that /2(w) # A 
.fiw each production x + w E P and h( MY(,) z A. 
Ther: there exisl a POS-s-t-stern G = ( i?, { iF(,}, i’j and a coding g, such that 
h(S(G)) = &s(G)). 
Proof. Let v=v LJV, such that /I( _Y) = h itT s E V , and let k := 
max, +. r{lg( w, Ig( 1q,,}. 
Then define the new alphabet v by k= {[usu][ II, 1’ E V ‘, _I- E V, ), where 
V’ A := IJl‘ ,) V’ . 
The canonical homomorphism j‘: v” + V* is defined by _f([ NY]) := iit for each 
[w] E c Since we required h( WJ f h we see that -1‘ I( w,,) f k9 and our :jew axiom r7,, 
will be any element of this set, i.e., M’o~.f’ ‘(M’,,). 
The production set p is defined as follows: 
Finally, the coding I: ic defined by R([w]) = !I( W) for each [W]C i? By the detinition 
of e it follows that g([~]) is indeed a single symbol. 
We now shall prove g(S( G)) = h(S(G!). 
The inclusion g( S( G)) c It( S( G)) follows, since for each production X -+ k cc Y 
there exists a word M’ E V’ such that /j .++ MI in G and II(W) = g( i+j. 
The reverse inclusion could be pro*yled by induction on the depth of the derivation 
trees of words MY S( G ). However, we prefer a less technical argument which is 
eakr to understand. 
Let w +: S( G 1 be arbitrary and let f be its derivation tree (or forest if Ig( C) > 1 1. 
kil;. I displays a typical example of such a derivation tree in a simplified form. 
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Fig. I. Derivation tree t for a word w c S( C;). 
E;ich node represents a symbol from the alphAbet K The symbols from V.. are 
indicated by small dots l , while the symbols from V, are indicated by small circles 
0. All the other inscriptions will be explained later. 
Consider a cut through the tree t at levei n (level 2 in the figure). This cut defines 
a word u = ui ~1~ . . . u,,~, composed of right-hand sides u, of productions X+ ui E I? 
This is indicated by “~[~--------- - 1 in the figure. Since each right-hand si(?e U, ---------& 
of a production from P has at least one occurrence of a symbol from the set V,, 
each such word can be written as 
l?, = II, , II,*2 . . . u, h, . 1 s k 6 lg( u, ), 
such that [Ui,,] E v, for all 1 ~:-j s k. This is indicated by [a o] in the figure. Now, 
going from level n to level n + 1, we see that each such word u,., defines a certain 
subword \r$, of the sentential form defined by the cut through level n + 1 of 1. This 
word w:, , is defined by those symbols (if any) which are direct descendants of 
symbols occurring in II,,,. Fig. 1 depicts one such word, marked by II- - - - - - - 7 ,+. --____-J 
Since the word MB:,, too, is composed of right-hand sides of productions from P, 
we set that w:,, admits a decomposition w:,, = U;U~ . . . ui, such that [UJE v, 16 is 1. 
Ry definition of p one fmallq observes, that [u,&+[~I~][u~]. . [zri] is a production 
in p Since our observation applies to every such substructure of the tree f one can 
find a derivation in c for some word I?, such that g( C?,) = II(W). Cl 
The combination of the preceding two lemmas allows us to prove the following 
two important results. 
Theorem 2.15. L E COS and A J&L implies L E CPOS. 
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Proof. If L E COS = c:POS, then there exist G E POS and a weak coding h such 
that L = h( S( G)). Using Lemma 2.13 there are a system G’ E POS and a weak coding 
h’ such that h’( S( G’)) = L. Since A LL, G’ and h’ satisfy ahc assumptions of Lemma 
2.14. Thus there finally exist G”E POS and a coding h” such that L = h”( S( G”)). Cl 
In case that a language L E COS does contain the empty word A it is generally 
not true that LA E CPOS. It will be proed later on that ifOS* # COS’ and the 
next theorem shows that we can generate the languages from the class COS without 
using any type of erasing (only) at the cost of having to use more than one axiom. 
Theorem 2.16 The families CFOS, CFOS, and CPFOS are essential!), equal, i.e., 
CFOS’ -_z CFOS’ = CPFOS*. 
Proof. From Corollary 2.11 we already know CFOS = CPFOS, but the proof for 
CFOS’ - CFOS’, however, will incidently yield the same result as a consequence. 
Each LCE CFOS’ is a finite union of languages from the family COS’. 
Therefore, it is enough to show COS’ c CFOS’. Given LE COS’ = CPOS’ there 
are a system G E POS and a weak coding h such that L = h( S(G)). Using Lemma 
2.13 we find another system G’E POS and a weak coding h’, such that h’(S( G’)) = L. 
Let us assume that A c L, for otherwise Theorem 2.15 shows L E CPOS E CPFOS = 
CFOS. in this case G’ = ( V’, {MI:,}, P’) is such that /I’( w{,) = A and s + MY E P’ implies 
h’( W) # A. 
Define A := { ui w[, + 17 by one step derivations in G’}. Then h’(S( G’))“‘ = K(S( G”)), 
where G” := ( V’, A, P ‘) E PFOS. Now, for each M’ E A the system G”(W) := 
( V’, { w}, P’) satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 2.14. Therefore /I”( S( G”( 1%~))) E 
CPOS for some coding 11”. Finally, h’( S( G”)) = IJ,,,, A /I”( S( G”( ~1))) shows that 
L.‘. = h’(S( G’)) = h’(S( G”)) is a finite union of languages from the family CPOS 
and therefore L” E CFOS’. Thus we have shown CFOS’c CFOS’, and CFOS’ G 
eFOS* gives equality everywhere. 0 
Corollary 2.17. CFOS = CFOS. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.1 I and Theorem 2.16 we have CFOS’ c CFOS, CFOS’ c 
CFOS, and CFOS*= CFOS’. Just adding A to the set of axioms, if necessary, gives 
the result. ‘CII 
The next theorem will exhibit a relation between systems with several axioms and 
such ones obtained b! applying the L.J operator for the case with codings. 
Theorem 2.18. COS’ = CFOS*. 
Proof. Since COS c_ eFOS we conclude cOS’c_ CFOS’ = CFOS’. 
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For the inverse inclusion, let LE CFOS’ bc given by G := ( V, A, P) E PFOS and 
the coding h: L = h( S( G))*. Now construct G’ := ( Vu {S), {S}, P u P’) E POS, where 
SdV and P’ is defined by P’:= {S+ UI v E A}, as well as the weak coding h’, given 
bY 
for xE v, 
for x = S. 
Then we have h’(S( G’)) = h(S( G)) u {A} = L u {A} and therefore L = h’( S( G’))i’ E 
&OS’ = cost 
Knee, CFOS’c eOSA and thus COS’ = CFOS’. q 
We now want to show that the results obtained so far are the only ones about 
equality and essential equality which are possible. That is, we are going to verify 
that all the other combinations of families X and Y, studied in this section, will 
yield that X # Y, X’ # Y’ and either X and Y are incomparable with respect to 
inclusion or not. 
As we defined the notation, we say that two familie:? of languages X and Y are 
essentiaily differ,:nt, if ;Y* # Y’. This definition is of c;aurse quite arbitrary and, to 
some extent misledding. For instance, we shall see, that for X E {C, A} and YE { 8 A} 
the family XVQS is essentially different from the family XYFOS. However, these 
pairs of families are not too different from each other, since for each L E XYFOS 
we find L u {$} E XYOS, where $ is a new symbol. That is, the languages from the 
two families differ only by a single symbol. 
Our first result shows that the two fzmilies POS and OS are essentially different, 
i.e., we have POS’ # OS’ and not just POS # OS, which is trivially true, since no 
propagating system can generate the empty word. 
Lemma 2.19. POS’S OS’. 
Proof. Consider L := { ~6, abc}. We have L = S(G) for G := ({a, h, c}, { ahc}, f c -+ 
h))EOSbut LdPOS*= POS. This is easily seen as follows: No propagating system 
can erase symbols, thus, if I!. = S( G’) for some G’ E POS, then ab must be the axiom 
of G’. To generate abc from ah one must have a production b + hc contradicting 
the finiteness of L. El 
The next inclusion result states the place of OS’. 
Lemma 2.20. OS’ C_ FOS’ and OS’s CPOS. 
Proof. Since we trivially have OS c FOS and OS c COS, WC conclude that POS = 
POS” G OS’ C_ FOS’ and OS* cr: COS’ = CPOS. Cl 
The next result is essentially from [lo]. 
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Proposition 2.21. Let L:= {a*}u{~*“+‘~ n >O}; then LE CPOS but LE’FOS. 
Proof. L=h(S(GQ for G=({S,a, b},{S),{S+bb,S+a,a+aacl)) and h(S):= 
h(b) := h(a) :== a. 
That Lg’FOS has been shown in [ 10, Section 41, where the class FOS is called 
the family of ‘pure context-free languages’. Cl 
Lemma 2.22. Let L:= (ab, cd}, then LE FOS’ but L&OS. 
Proof. L E FOS’ is trivially true. Now, if we assume i E COS, then, by Theorem 
2.16, there would exist a system G’ E POS and a coding g such that L = g( S( G’)). 
This would imply that the axiom w& of G’ = ( V’, (w:,}, P’) must be of length two 
and consequently every production in P’ must be of the form x + y for x, y E V’. It 
is then clear that with ab and cd also ad as well as cb would be elements of 
gLS(G’)). Thus Lf g(S(G’)) and LdCPOS as well as L&OS. Cl 
Lemma 2.22. Let L := { ub, cd) ; then L E FOS’ but L&OS, 
Proof. Assume LE CFOS then LE CFOS’ = CPFOS’ = CFOS’, since A E L. Thus 
there would exist a system G = ( V, A, P) E PFOS and a coding h such that L = 
Ij(S(G)). Let n 3 1 be arbitrary, then there exists a word w E S(G) with h(w) = 
a”bcd” E L. Since h is a coding w must be of the following form: M‘ = 
A,A2.. . A,BCD, . . . D,,,whereAi~It~.‘(a),D,Eh-‘(d)forI~i~nandBEh--’(b), 
C E h l(c). The productions that involve the symbols B and/or C: must therefore 
ail be of the form B + B’, B’+ B, C + C’ or C’ + C, where R’E k ‘(b) and C’E h-‘(c). 
For, if not, then there would exist a word MT’ E S(G) with MT’-, M’ or MY + w’ such that 
h(w’) # L. 
From this it is easy to conclude that for all words M?’ E S(G), for which either 
MY’-, MY or w-, ~7’ holds, always h( w’) = h( ~9) = a”bcd” is true. Since G has otily a 
fked number of axioms h(S( C)) f L and thus LrlCFOS’. Consequently, 
LBCFOS. Cl 
Lemma 2.24. OS’ is not a su&mily of OS. 
Proof. Consider I!,:= {a, b, ub}. We have L E OS’, since f. = S(G)-’ for G :- 
(IQ, b}, {ah}, {a 3 A, b --, A}). However, LE’OS, which can be verified quite easily 
and is left for the reader. Cl 
Lemma 2.25. OS is not a subfarnil_v of CF’. 
Proof. Since no L E CF’ contains h, except as the axiom, we have L := {A, a} E OS, 
but f.~‘CF’since L=S(G) for G=({a},{a),{a+h}). Cl 
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So far we studied various subfamilies of the class of context-free languages, all 
of which are defined on the basis of sentential form languages. We did, not say 
anything about where the important family of regular sets has its place within i!ie 
OS-families. We know already that neither of the following families POS, ioS*,OS, 
FOS’, FOS, CPOS, COS, and COS contains all the regular sets. This is due to 
Lemma 2.7, Proposition 2.21 and Lemma 2.22. On the other hand, none of families 
considered is contained in REG. This is seen by the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.26. POS is not a sut$amily of REG. 
Proof. Consider the language L := { a”bL-“1 n > O}, generated by G := ({a, b, c}, {b}, 
{b -) abc)) E POS. 
It is well known that A! is not regular. Cl 
To answer the question for the place of the regular languages we prove the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 2.27. 7&e jkmilies CPFOS, CFOS, and CFOS are closed under the regular 
operations 9f uniorr, product, and Kleene plus. 
Proof. Closur!: under union and product follows since one can take two systems 
G = ( V, A, P) and G’= ( V’, A’, P’) over disjoint alphabets Vn V’= fl and then 
construct 
&=(Vu V’,AuA’.PuP’) forunion 
and 
E := ( VU V’, A - A’, P u P’) for product. 
For closure under Kleene plus, let G = ( V, A, P) E PFOS and h be some coding. 
Let P:= (21 _X E V} be a new alphabet and define for each nonempty word w = 
X 1 . . . x,, E V’, Xi E V, the new word I? := x,x2.. . x,,_~& 
Now, a new system G’= ( Vu c A’, P’) E PFOS is defined as follows: 
A’:= { $1 w E A}, 
p’ := Pu(x-,.x~xE V}U{.%&EA}. 
If h’ is defined by h’(x) l -- ‘- x and h’(Z) := x for x E V, then it is immediately clear 
ths? \z’(S(G’)) = h(S( G))‘. 
The same construction als(l works for showing that CFOS and CFOS are closed 
under Kleene plus. Cl 
As a consequence of this result we get the next theorem. 
Theorem 2.28. REG.5 CFOS* and REG 2 CFOS. 
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Proof, REG. 5 CFOS” follows directly from Lemma 2.25. To see REG 5 CFOS it 
is enough to show that the family CFOS is closed under union with the set {A}. Let 
G=(V,A,P)EFOS and h be some weak coding. Then h(S(G))u{A}=h(S(G’)) 
for G’ := ( Vu {S}, {S}, P’), where SE’V is a new symbol for which h(S) := h and 
P’:=(S-+W~WEA)LJR Cl 
A careful analysis of all the results obtained in this section so far and the more 
trivial facts (see [ 171 for details), show that we indeed have considered all possible 
equations, inclusions, and incomparabilities, o that we can summarize the results 
by the following theorem and the diagram given by Fig. 2. 
Theorem 2.29. In Fig. 2 the two types of arrows between families of languages, X and 
Y have the following meaning: 
(a) X+YstandsforXcYandX’fY’. 
(b) X--4 Y stands for XC Y and X” = Y’. 
The diagram is complete in the following sense: 
(c) lf there is no directed path from a familv X to a family Y, using both types of _ 
arrows, then X and Y are incomparable with respect o inclusion. 
CF’ = HPOS - - 
= EPOS 
cOS’= CFOS’ - 
= CPFOS*= CFOS’ 
- - ,CF = IiPOS = 6lPFOS = liOS = liFOS 
= HPFOS = HOS = HFOS 
= EPFOS = EOS = EFOS 
---_+ CPFOS = eFOS 
= CPFOS = CFOS 
\ 
REG. 
f 
4 
/’ I I I 
) REG / CPOS = cos 
I t 
CPOS = cos’ - - 
- - - -+PFOS=FOS 
POS = POS’ 
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3. Context-dependent rewriting 
In this section we study classes of languages that are defined on the basis of 
IS-systems, i.e., arbitrary semi-Thue systems, in the same way as have been treated 
the families in the previous section. 
In case that terminal alphabets can be used one has the well-known characteriz- 
ation of the recursively enumerable sets and of the A-free context-sensitive languages. 
Proposit ion 3.1 
EIS = EFlS = RE, EPFIS = CS. EPIS = CS’ and CEPIS = 6lEPlS = RE. 
The next lemmas can easily be seen to hold. 
Lemma 3.2. Let G = ( Cl, A, P) E PFIS and h: V* + Y* a coding of A-free homo- 
morphism. 
Then A E h( S( G)) implies A E A. 
Proof. he prodf follows in the same way as that of Lemma 2.4. Cl 
Corollary 3.3. [f A E L aiald L E HPIS, then L = {A ). 
An immediate consequence is the following. 
Lemma 3.4 
PFIS’s PFIS, CPFIS.5; CPFIS and HPFIS’s HPFlS. 
The next observation to be made is that, unlike in the context-free case, the 
choice of having only one axiom or may be many axioms does not make a significant 
distinction. This is expressed by the following simple theorem and its immediate 
corollary. 
Theorem 3.5. CPFIS’= CPIS and CFIS = CIS. 
Proof. Let G = ( V, A, P) E FIS, h be some coding, and k := min,,A{lg( w)}. 
Detine new, distinct symbols S,, Sz, . . . , S,dV and extend h in such a way that 
k(S&. . . Sk) = h(w) with Ig( w) = k, i.e., h will still be a coding. 
Now define a new IS-system 
G’:= (Vu {S,, . . . , S,}, (S, . . . S,}, P’), 
where 
P’:= Pu{SIS2...Sk+wIw~A}. 
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Ob.viously, h( S( G)) = h( S( G’)) and G’E PIS if G E PFIS. If G E PFIS and A E 
h(S( G)), then A E A. tn this case define k = min,,,A{lg( w)}. Then h( S( G’)) = 
h(S(G))O. Cl 
Choosing G’ =(V’,{S},P’) with V’= Vu(S) and P’=Pu{S+w~w~:A} in the 
previous theorem for the cases ePFIS and fiPFIS with A E A, we also get 
HPFIS* = HPIS, HFIS = HIS, ePFIS = tPIS, 
tFIS = &S, APFIS = iPIS, iiFlS = AIS. 
Also the next result is not surprising but has to be mentioned. 
Theorem 3.6. 6lPlS = 6llS and CPIS = &S. 
Proof. The proof follows by usual padding technique. Cl 
In the case of context-free rewriting we have seen that homomorphisms have 
more generating power than weak codings. This is no longer true for context- 
dependent rewriting. 
Theorem 3.7. HIS = CIS. 
Proof. Let G = ( V, { wg), P) E IS and k: V* + X* be some nonerasing homomor- 
phism. Define a new set of symbols P by 
v:={[&i,JJ]l-uE V,_VEX, I~isIg(h(.lc))}. 
Lei j’: V’+ v* be a nonerasing homomorphism defined by 
f’(x) := [x, 1, ,Y,l[x, 2, y:] * - * [s, 11, .YJ. 
where yly, . . . y,, = h(x). 
Now construct the system 
G := t v, {.f( WI,)}, F,, 
where p := {+j-( U)-+j-( V) 1 II -+ u E P}. 
Since, for two distinct symbols .Y, _V E V, f(x) andf(y) are distinct too and moreover 
do not overlap, we see that /I( S( G)) = g(S( G)), where g is a coding defined by 
g([x, i, _I-]) := y Cl 
It is easy to see that the preceding construction cannot be used to eventually 
show HPlS= CPIS. As we shall see below, such a result is not provable by any 
method at all. 
‘Theorem 3.8. CPIS 5 HPIS, and CPFIS $ HPFIS. 
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Proof. Let V:= {$, 4, Q, b, x, y, z} and define L E V* by 
L:=($a’XbSBIr+2S=2”+’ for some n> 1) 
u {%a’yzb”t 1r +s = 2” for some n a I}. 
We find LE HPIS but L#CPFIS. Let us first define a system G E PIS and a 
nonerasing homomorphism h such that L = h( S( G)), 
G := ( VU {a), {$xbbt}, P), 
where P := (xb -b aax, x4 + 24, a2 + x’b, $3 + %x}; 
if uE V, 
if u =Z. 
That indeed L = h( S( G)) is easy to see, since there is always exactly one production 
applicable to the sentential forms in S(G). 
Now let us verify L L CPFIS by contradiction. Assume that L - h (S( G)) for some 
G = ( V, A, P) E PFIS and some coding h. Then there exists a constant k, depending 
on G, such that for all words w, v E S(G) with w + v we have 0 6 lg( v) - lg( w) d k; 
and consequently, 0 s lg( h ( v)) - lg( h ( w)) 5 k, since h is a coding. Now consider 
the sets 
M’(n):={wES(G)lOalg(v)-lg(w)< k, for UE M(n)}. 
Then it follows from the structure of L = h(S( G)) that tz( M’(n)) c 
{$a2”-- 2 'xb'Q(Osis k). 
Now, if still L = h(S( G)), then there are, for each n 2 log,(k) + 1, two words 
w, E M’(n) and u,, E M(n) which satisfy w,, -+ v, in G. 
Since the length of the left-hand sides of productions from P is bounded by some 
constant I, this cannot be true for large enough n: since h( w,) = $u2”-2ixbi+ for 
some 0 s i s k and h( v,,) = $xb”‘#, the two words w, and v, must be distinct at two 
different positions, the distance of which cannot be bounded by any constant. Thus 
w,, + o,, is false, contradicting the assumption L = h(S( G)). This sho;vs CPIS 4 HPIIS. 
An immediate consequence is CPFIS s HPFIS, since A 65. Cl 
It should be noted that the lan . ..- 1 i - L from Theorem 3.8 is an element of the 
family IS’ as can be seen by replacing the set of productions P used there by the set 
P’ := (x6 + nax, x$ + yz$, ayz + yzb, $yz + %x}. 
Thus we have a proof for the fact that CPFIS does not contain the family IS’ and 
therefore also not CIS’ = HIS’. Clearly, IS’ # CPFIS follows already from the fact 
that IS’ contains nonrecursive sets. However, L is a distinguishing example that is 
recursive and can be recognized in deterministic log space. We shall not go into the 
details of ke last claim. 
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The preceding proof used one simple but basic observation about sentential form 
languages of semi-Thue systems: The production used to perform one sequential 
rewriting step will not change too much the word to which it is applied. 
This, obviously, has consequences for the length sets of sentential form languages. 
One such result has been formulated for the class HPFIS in [5] to show that the 
language L := {a’” 1 n 2 0) is not in HPFIS. We can sharpen these results by allowing 
now also arbitrary homomorphisms. 
Recall that # a(w) denotes the number of occurrences of the symbol a in the 
word w. 
Lemma 3.9. For each L E elS there is a positive constant k, depending only on L, suck 
that _for each symbol a with ( # ,,( w) 1 w E L} infinite, the following holds: 
For each word w E L there is another word v E L such that 1 G + J v) - # J w) s k. 
Proof. Let G = ( V, { wo}, P) E IS be arbitrary and h be some wrak coding on V. Let 
a E h( V) be such that ( # a( /I( w))l w E L} is an infinite set of nonnegative integers. 
By Kiinig’s Lemma there must exist an infinite derivation in G, M’~,--+ 1~~ + IQ + . * a, 
such that the set ( # J h( w,)) 1 i 2 0) is infinite too. 
Define k := max Id-tl’& f’trc II4 # J&4) - ++ ,,(lr(rJ))lI. 
Then, for the above infinite derivation we have I# .(k(w,)) - # ,(h(w,+,))I~ k for 
each i 2 0. Because of this, it follows easily that for any nonnegative integer 113 0 
there exists an index i(n) such that 1 d # (,( h( w,,,,,)) - II d k. This shows that for 
arbitrary w c_ L, I# c,(~v) -= II, there is a word ~1 =~(M’,,,,J c L satisfying 1 d 
* ,,( P) - # ,,f MY) s k. Note that the diHerence is not equal to zero., so that ty and MI 
are distinct words. n 
AS an immediate corollary we can extend [S, Theorem 111. 
Corollary 3.10. Let L := {A} d {a”’ / n 2 0): rhen L j&IS. 
Since the class CIS contains nonrecursive languages it cannot be closed under 
complement, as it is well known. We can, however, find a simple direct proof for 
this fact using the above example. 
Lemma 3.11. {a)* - L c CPIS. 
Proof. We just give a set of propagating productions f, a coding It, and an axiom, 
i.e., a PIS system, of which the reader may easily verify that it generates the desired 
langu;tge. 
P:-(Sa-,aaS,$R--~tR,a~-,~a, L+L$aa). 
The coding h maps each symbol used in the productions onto the symbol a. The 
axiom will be the word LtR. C! 
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As we have seen by Corollary 3.10 the class CIS does not contain every recursively 
enumerable set. Our next result shows that on the other hand we can get the prefix 
(and subword) closure of each recursively enumerable set as a weak coding of the 
sentential form language of some semi-Thue system. 
Theorem 3.12. Let L E X* be any recursively enumerable set, then 
pref(i):={uEX*l uv E C for some v E X*} 
and 
are elements of the fady CIS. 
Proof. Let L E RE be arbitrary, then there is a system G = ( V, {S}, P) G IS: such that 
L = S(G) n X* for some subalphabet X E V. 
From G one constructs G *- l - ( &J{L, R, H), {LSR}, &IS, where ~:={%IxE V} 
is a new alphabet not containing the symbols L, R and H. 
j-‘:={ii-+w~ P}u{RR+R+EX} 
u{LR+ H}u{Hf+xHlx~X), 
where xM’:= .% for all x E V, w 1: V’. 
It is easily seen that pref( L) = h(S( G)), where h is the weak coding defined by 
I x h(x) = if xE iL{L, R, H}, x ifxEX. 
Just note that the productions u’-+ 0’ E p with u + v E P simulate the derivations in 
G and one gets sentential forms like Li+R, where w E S(G), and h(L+R) = A E 
pref( L). From these one can derive the sentential form H* iff w E X”, thus iff w E L 
from HKJ one gets all words uH6, where uv = w and h( uHu’) = u E pref( L). Clearly, 
these are the only nonempty words obtainable. The system G can easily be modified 
to generate the set sub(L) which will be left to the reader. 0 
The next results shed some light on the grammar families CIS and CIS, and their 
properties. We will show later on that the corresponding language families are 
different and that pref( L) E CIS is not true for each L E RE. 
Lemma 343. It is decidablefbr any G E IS, any coding h. and anyjnite set F whether 
h(S(G)) == E 
PrcPof. A detailed proof may be found in [I’?]. Cl 
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Note that it is undecidable for EPIS-systems whether L(G) = S(G) n V$ equals 
a given finite set F, since the emptiness problem is undecidable for that class. 
A similar property we have for &IS. 
Lemma 3.14. Il is undecidable for an arbitrary G E IS, a weak coding h, and a Jinite 
set F, whether h( S( G)) = F. 
Proof. The detailed proof is also given in [ 171. Cl 
From the preceding lemmas we can state the following noneffectiveness result. 
Theorem 3.15. There is no algorithm which will construct a system G’E 1s and a coding 
g from anv given system G E IS and any weak coding h, such that g( S( G’)) = h( S( G)), 
even ij3t is known in advance that h(S( G)) E CIS. 
Proof. Obviously, every finite set F is also contained in CIS. Now, if we were able 
to construct effectively a system G’E IS and a coding g, such that g( S( G’)) = 
h(S( G)), then by Lemma 3.13, we would also be able to decide whether h( S( G)) = E 
But this contradicts Lemma 3.14. 
Therefore, the system G’ together with the coding g cannot be constructed by 
some general algorithm. G ;: 
The next results will exhibit a krge and useful class of erasing homomorphisms 
under which the class CIS is closed effectively. Let us first define the class of 
homomorphisms to be used. 
Definition. For a homomorphism h: V* + X* let V :- (x E V/ h(x) = A}, V, := 
V- V , and Kk:= (h}u V. u V’ vs. -u V“. 
h is k-limited erasing on L c V* iff L c ( V k - Vi)* l KI, (see also [8]). 
The following lemmas and theorems will be just stated without giving proofs. 
Detailed proofs may be found in [17 3. 
The first result to be used is a technical lemma which establishes some :\ort of a 
norm;tl form for systems G c; FIS to which a k-limited erasing is applied. 
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With the help l>f Lemma 3.16 we now prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.17. The family CIS is eflectively closed with respect to k-limited erasing 
homomorphisms. 
The preceding theorem shows that any distinguishing example between the 
families CIS and CM, if there is one, has to use an erasing homomorphism which 
is not k-limited erasing. The proof of’ Theorem 3.17 also shows that if one starts 
with a system G E PIS the new system G’ will in general contain productions which 
are no longer propagating. Thus, in connection with the result from Theorem 3.8, 
CPIS f HPIS, the question arises which of these two families, if any, is closed under 
k-limited erasing weak codings. The answer is given by the following result. 
Theorem 3.18. The family HPIS is eflectively equal to the closure q’f the_familJl CPlS 
utlder k-limited erasing weak codings. 
As an ,rllmediate consequence of Theorems 3.18 and 3.8, we get the following. 
Corollary 3.19. The_family CPIS is not closed with respect to weak conings which are 
k-limited erasing for an}’ k 2 1. 
We will now show that the families CIS and elS are different. 
Theorem 3.20. CIS s CIS. 
Proof. We divide the proof into six parts. 
( 1 i By Savitch’s Theorem [Cc, Theorem 12.1 l] and [8, Theorem 12.1, Corollary] 
we have, for any constant c > 0: 
NSPACE( c112”) = NSPACE( 112”) C_ DSPACE( n’2’“). 
Since 2’” is fully space-constructible, and lim,!, X n’2”/2’” = 0 we also have 
DSPACE( 11’2’“) s: DSPACE(2’“) by [8, Theorem 12.81. 
Therefore we conclude NSPACE( cn2”) c, NSPACE( 2”‘) for any constant c > 0. 
(2 1 Take f. or’ NSPACE(2”’ ) - NSPACE( CII 2’*), and a symbol 4 not in the alphabet 
of L:$ dV=alph(L). 
By [8, Theorem 12.81 we can also assume that card( V j - 2. 
For ail U, v E V* define the order relation Q by 
Ii Q u :t4 (lg(u) < lg( v) v (lg(u) = lg(v) A 
u lexicographically less than 4). 
From L we construct the language 
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Since L is recursive, L E REC, we easily see that L’ is also recursive: L’ E REC 5 RE. 
Remark: L’ can also be looked upon as an o-word q with 
$0 = !1-m, Uky U() = A, Ui +I = UiWi + I$- 
(3) Let us define another language L” by L”:= pref( L’). By Theorem 3.12 we know 
that L”E CIS. 
From the structure of L” we see immediately that L” has the following properties: 
L’ = L”n ( Vu (@})*{$} and f or each n 2 0 there exists exactly one WE L” with 
lg( w) = x1. 
(4) Now let us assume that L”G CIS, i.e., L” = h( S( G)) with G = (X, { uo}, P) E IS, 
and a coding h:X* + ( V~J {Q})*. Since h is a coding, we easily get the following 
properties of S(G): 
(a) if UE S(G) and u~pref((u}), then tl(u)~pref({h(u)}); 
W ifu,, u-&T(G), ul~pref((u,)),u,~pref({u,}),andIg(o,)=lg(u,),thenk(u,)= 
hi r;:); 
W to each n 2 0 there exists (not necessarily exactly one) u E S(G) with lg( u) = m 
Let us consider some derivation u,+ u of some u E S(G) with u+ u’+ u and 
Ig( u”) < n S lg( u). 
If m = card(X), this derivation can be done in p = (m” - l)/(nl - 1) steps at most, 
since there exist at most p words t‘ c S(G) with lg( u) < II. 
As soon as such a word u is found we can decide whether w = II(U) E L” with 
Ig( W) = n, where u E pref( { u}) and lg( t)) = II. 
Thus we conclude that L”E NSPACE( n). 
(5) From L”E NSPACE( n) we immediately get L’E NSPACE( 11) since we just 
have to consider words W$ E ( Vu {@})*, and to see whether r-r@ E f.“. 
(6) Wow let us look upon L again. 
Hy (2) any word WE L with lg( W) = 11 has to occur as a subword nf some 
u - w,q w,$ . . . 4 IQ $ E L’ with wI, = MT and \vi CI W, -( , . It is suffic: rnt to consider such 
u c L’ only where MI occurs at the end since all longer words ct ntain u as a prefix. 
There exist at most y = 2” + ’ - I words W’E L’ with w’a W. I’nce all these occur 
as subwords in u the maximal length of II is 
which is the sum of the lengths of all words t? with Ig( tl) s I? and the number of 
~Pq’mbols & in 11. 
Since 14 t L’ itf M*C L it is possible to test w E L in space less than 3112”. 
This implies f E NSPACE( 3112”) = NSPACE( IQ” ). 
Hut this is ;I contradiction to the assumption. Therefore we conclude CIS C, 
t?lS. il 
Now that we have solved many of the nontrivial relations between the various 
CI:ISQX of 1;lnguages defined on the basis of FE-systems we turn to a number of 
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simpler results that will reveal the proper inclusions and incomparabilities which 
are necessary to yield a complete diagram of inclusions. 
Theorem 3.21. CIS’s CIS, FIS.4 FIS and IS’s IS. 
Proof. Any language from the class CIS is either empty (if the set of axioms is 
empty), or is the set (A}, or it contains at least one word which is not the empty 
word. Let G = ( V, A, P) be any FIS-system, h some coding. Then define the system 
G’:= ( V, A’“, P’j c FIS by 
PV:=(u+ YlVfh, U-,VE P) 
u {XII + x, ux -* xl u + A E P, x E v}. 
Obviously, S( G’) = S( G)“A in any case. 0 
The proof for the similar result CIS’ 5 CIS is more difficult, since there is no 
effective construction possible for this result. 
Theorem 3.22. CIS’ s &S. 
Proof. Since CIS = 6lFlS we may use F&systems and arbitrary homomorphisms 
whenever it seems appropriate. 
Given a system G = ( V, A, P) E FIS and a weak coding h, it is undecidable whether 
h(S(G)) = {A}. 
However, assume h(S( G)) = {A}, then h(S(G))” = 0~ &S. If on the other hand 
h( S( G)) f (A}, then we can effectively construct a system G’E FIS and a 
homomorphism h’ such that h( S( G))” = h’( S( G’)). 
This is done as follows: If h(S( G)) # {A}, then there exists a word w E S(G) with 
k(w) = $ # A, and this word @ can be found effectively by enumerating S(G). The 
main idea behind the construction of G’ below is as follows. Each single step 
derivlltion in G is simulated by several steps in G’ where certain auxiliary messenger 
symbols are moved around. These messages are used to check whether the sentential 
form under consideration would be mapped onto the empty word by h. If this would 
happen, the auxiliary symbol $ is generated which will always be mapped onto the 
word $v by k’. 
The precise definition of G’ is given by G,’ := ( V’, A’, P’), where 
V’ := V u ( IL,,, L,, Ro, R ,, $, 4, A, A-, A+, B, B-, B+h 
P’:={x$+$x,$x+x$~XE v}u{xQ+~x,~x+x~~XE V} 
u{A-x+xA_lx~ V,h(x)=A}u{A__x+xA+~x~ V,h(x)#A} 
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u{xB_+B_xlxE v,h(x)=h}u{xB_+B+x~xE V,h(x)#A} 
u {A_.$uB_ + A$vBI u -, v E P, h(v) = h) 
u{A_$uB_.-+A$vB~u-+v~ P, h(v)#A} 
u{A_~uB_-+A~vB~u-+ VE P, h(v)#A) 
u{A_~uB_+A$vB~u+v~ P, h(v)=A} 
u {A+#uB++ A$vBl u + v E P} u {A++uB_ + A#vBl u -, v E P) 
u(A_~uB+-,A~vB~u-+v~ F}u(xA+Ax, Bx+xBlx~ V). 
The homomorphism h’ that acts on S(G’) is defined by 
i 
h(x) if xE V, 
h’(x):= A if xE V’-( Vu($)), 
6 if x = $. 
It can easily be seen that the following properties are satisfied for G’. 
(a) Let vI v2 E V*, then Lou&_&~ S(G’) iff vl v2 E S(G) and h(v, v2) = A. 
In this case h’( Lov,$v&) = h’($) = 6% h(S(G)). 
(b) Let v, v+ V”, then LOuI @&,E S( G’) iff v, v, E S(G) and Iz(u, u2) # A. 
In this case h’( Lf,v,$v2Ro) = h( v, v,) E h(S(G)). 
(c) The svmbols $ and 4 can be moved to any position and precisely one of them 
is contained in each sentential form u’ E S( G’). 
Instead of giving a full and detailed proof for the fact h’( S( G’)) = k( S( G)).” we 
shall, as an example, display only the simulation of one typical derivation step in G. 
Let MY,:= u,~~zr,u,~S((ij, where h(u,u&=A, h(u,)fA, U~+LE P, h(tl)=A. 
Then W, -+ ~7~ :=uIu1vu4 in G, where II(W,) # A but rz( w2) = A. 
Now in G’ there will exist a word MT{ := LouI ~u~u~z~~& such that /I’( IV;) = h( ~9. 
The following derivation is now possible in G’: 
Now h’( ~‘5) = \? z A but ~‘5 correctly simulates the word MY, E S(G). We leave it for 
the reader to finally fill in all the missing details of the proof of the theorem. 0 
Recall that none of the following families contains a language which in turn 
contains the empty word, except for {A}: 
PIS, CPIS and HPIS. 
Therefore, we have X = X’ for all these families. 
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Lemma 3.23. Nom of the families which include CPIS is a subfamily of any family 
included in FIS. 
Proof. Consider the language L:= {a”b”l n 2 1) u {a}‘. The reader may easily show 
LE CPIS s CIS but no system GE FIS satisfies S(G) = L. Since a” E L for each 
n 2 1 any such FIS-system that aims to generate L must contain at least one 
production from the set P = {a&b’ +amll=O and rn>kM or l#O and k,m*O}. 
But then there will exist words amb” E S(G) for which m # n. Thus S(G) # L. Cl 
Lemma 3.24. None of the families which include PFIS’ is a subfamily of any family 
included in IS. 
Proof. Consider L:= (a}% (b}‘. Obviously, LE PFIS’. However, L&IS. This fol- 
lows since any IS-system G for generating L = S(G) has only one axiom, and thus 
must contain a production a m+b” or bm+an forsome n,mH. 
But then clearly S(G) if L. q 
The next result to be mentioned is known from [6]. 
Proposition 3.25.. REG’ 5 PFIS’ and REG s PM. 
In the next lemmas we show incomparability results for regular sets, context-free 
languages and IS-systems. 
Lemma 3.26. The family PIS is not included in CF. 
Proof. Consider L = {anbncn 1 n 3 1). Cl 
The fact that CF’ s CPIS is essentially a result from [ 11, where congruence classes 
of certain Thue systems are studied. The proof of this result will be explained i.1; 
the next section on Thue systems but shall be included in the diagram given by Fig. 
3. Combining most of the preceding results (for the details of the more trivial ones 
see [ 17]), we get the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.27. In Fig. 3 the meaning of the arcs is as follows: 
(a) X+ Y stands for X $ Y and X’ # Y’, 
09 X ---BY stands for X 5 Y and X’ = Y’. 
The diagram is complete in the following sense: Twosfamilies X and Y are incomparable 
with respect to inclusion tflthere is no directed path from one of them leading to the other. 
4. The relation to Thue systems 
As we have defined FIS-systems, each G = ( V, A, P) E FIS satisfies PC_ V’ x V*. 
That is, no left-hand side of a production can be the empty word, as it is usually 
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CS’=E 
RE’ -- - - wRE=EIS=EFlS 
= AEPFIS 
= CEPFIS 
‘IS -- -) CS = EPFIS 
/ 
@sA _- _ - ) 6llS = 6lFlS = 
liPIS = liPFlS = 
&S = CFIS = 
CPIS = CPFIS 
I CISA---- * HIS = HFIS = 
iA /’ 
HPIS - - - - w HPFIS 
CPIS - - - - -eCPFlS FlS’ - - - - - - -mFIS 
CIS = CFIS 
). 
CF’ --) CF PFIS’ -----wPFIS IS’ - - _ - - - +, IS 
fIEG’- +REG PIS = PIS’ 
Fig. 3. 
required for word replacement systems, such as phrase st-ucture grammars. The set 
P of productions can be regarded as a semi-Thue system. Usually, Thue systems 
can also be written as semi-Thue systems, but then the empty word would have to 
appear also at the left-hand side of a semi-Thue production, which we did not allow. 
Therefore, we have to consider some minor modifications to see that each congruence 
class of a finite Thue system is an IS-larrguage. 
Let us give the basic notions of Thue qqstems that we shall use. 
Definition 4.1. A Thue system T on the finite alphabet V is a subset of V* X V* 
(finite or infinite). 
The Thue congruence =, 1-, generated by T is the finest congruence on V* 
containing all the pairs (u, t!) F T 
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For each w E V* let [WI,,-, := { ~‘1 w’ = -(J) w} denote the congruence Class of w 
modulo T. Whenever possible we shall omit the subscript (T). 
Theorem 4.2. Let T c_ V* x V* be a3nite Thue systqm, then [w] E IS for each w E V”, 
provided [w] # (h ). 
Proof. Withngt restriction we assume that (u, v) E T implies (0, u) E T. Define 
This construction ensures that w = w’, w f A implies w+ w’ using the productions 
from P. It can be easily verified that [w] = S(G), where G := ( V, {w}, P) if w f A 
and G:=(V,{u},P! if w=:A and (u,A)dI 0 
For Thue systems it makes no real sense to speak about propagating relations 
since the relations are in effect symmetric. However, there exists a classification of 
Thue systems that is related to the concept of PJS-systems. 
Definition 4.3. Let T c V* x V* be a Thue system. Then the following relation is 
defined for words w, W’E V*:w-W’ if w=~~u~~,w’=w,~w~,(u,~)ET, and 
lg( w) 2: lg( w’). 
Let * be the reflexive and transitive closure of -. Note that = is the reflexive, 
transitive and symmetric close of -. The relation I+ may be called a Mteak reduction. 
The Thue system T is called preperfect if for all w, w’ E V* with w = W’ there exists 
a word M”‘E V* such that w CiL, w” and w’* w”. 
A number of similar definitions can be found in the literature [I, 2,3], most of 
them being special cases of the notion of preperfect systems. 
Theorem 4.4. Let T C_ V* x V* be a *finite Thue system which is preperfect. Then 
[ w]‘\ c PIS for each w E V*. 
Proof. The properties of preperfect Thue systems as described in [2] immediately 
shaw that [WI*” E PIS for all words w E i/* with [w] # [A]. Just take G = ( V, { wo}, P), 
where I+, # A is any word from the set [w] with minimal length and define 
P:={u+ :I~(u, V)E T,lg(u)4g(v)}. 
Then [w] = [w]” = S(G). 
In case that [w] = [A], there are finitely many words w,, w,, . . . , w, E V* with 
(Wi, A ) E T. Assume ig( w,) s lg( Wj) for i <j. Then for each word w’s W, IV’ f A, one 
fir,& W’ = \ ~1 which implies M’~ 6 A, w’fi A so that w’* Wi for some Wi E { w,, . . . , w,}. 
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Define ,G := ( V, {w,}, P), where 
P := {w, + w;(2 s is n}“{u-* ul(u, ‘3)E 7: lg(u)slg(u)); 
then S(G)=[A]*=[W]~. q 
The preceding theorems together with a result from [4] give us the machinery for 
the still missing proof of CF.5 CPIS from Section 3. 
Theorem 4.5. CF.5 CPIS. 
Proof. Every context-free language L E CF” is the coding of some language L’ E EOS 
that is generated by a restricted EQS-system G = ( V, VT, (S}, P), where P c 
w- V-&oV,V”) such that A + xw, B + yu F P, x, y E V, implies x f y or A = f3, 
x = y, w = v. The language L’ = S(G) n V$ is called tr& simple in [ 1,4] and it is 
shown there that each such language L” is precisely one congruence class of a finite 
confluent (called almost-confluent in [?I) Thue system. This type of a Thue system 
is a special case of a preperfect Thue system so that we can apply Theorem 4.4 and 
immediately get the desired result. q 
It followed from the resl:lts in [4] that each regular set is the finite union of 
congruence classes of a finite preperfect Thue system. 
To conclude this short section let us finally mention that there are languages in 
the class PIS which are not congruence classes of Thue systems. 
Theorem 4.6. There is a language L E PIS su& that Jar no Thue swtem T and no 
word M’ one has [w], , , == L. 
Proof. Let G := ({a, h, c), (c}, { c -+ cackac}) E PlS, then S(G) is nonregular context- 
free, and therefore a coding of a congruence class of a finite Thue system (see [4]). 
That St G) is not a pure congruence class of a finite Thue system is seen as follows: 
Assume S(G) - [w]~ [, for some finite Thue system 7’~ {a, h, c}* x { a, h, c}* and 
kcc_ (a, h, c, . !* Then C, cacbcac E S( Gl implies I’ = cachcac. But then also C= cacachc 
;IS can be seen by reducing the word 
&_-7 --1 
rxx*uc’hc*ac~ hc c 
L 2 
ah indicated either to c in two steps or to cacachc in a different step. 5 
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